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Twente Guitar Festival 2007

The first Twente Guitar Festival was quite a success for me. I enjoyed every concert 

and learnt a great deal from workshops and masterclasses. The festive atmosphere 

around the guitar stirred my enthusiasm for the classical guitar, a feeling that I felt 

waning a bit after a few years of playing without guitar lessons. At the time of the 

festival I was in fact in the middle of a deadlock with respect to my guitar playing, but 

this meeting with a bunch of guitar fans provided quite a stimulation. 

I would go on! Thanks to the festival, I found a guitar teacher. Since then I have 

enjoyed the enthusiasm of my teacher Robert Horna, which is clearly visible by the 

notes and scribblings on the scores of the pieces I played this year. I started to work 

again on the subtleties of the finishing touch (definitely not my strongest point) and 

public performance. I started some new pieces and reworked some very old material. 

Finally, I am feeling myself the remedial student, Aaron Shearer speaks about in his 

Learning the Classic Guitar. 

Another benefit from the festival was the realisation of the idea of the guitar circle, 

Jolanda and I came across. The Guitar Circle has been established and will have its 

final meeting of the first season in July. We hope that there will be many seasons to 

come! 

Bearing pleasant memories in mind, my expectations of the second Twente Guitar 

Festival were high! A perfect start for writing the report of this second edition. 
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Organisation of the Second Twente Guitar Festival 

The long awaited second edition of the Twente Guitar Festival was planned on 17 - 20 

May 2007. 

Long before that date the organisers -Bobby Rootveld, Niels Ottink, Jaap Majoor 

(together they form The Guitar Company) plus Paul Driessen- were busy arranging 

teachers for masterclasses and workshops, finding a suitable location and enthusing 

sponsors and participants. Just like last year they had a large number of volunteers 

who extended invaluable help for the events. 

There were a few changes in the organisation with reference to last year: This year the 

festival was one day longer (so there was more room for concerts) and a first round was 

established for the professional competition. 

The Concordia Theatre did not have sufficient rooms for all masterclasses and recitals, 

so the organisation moved the first round of the competition and some masterclasses to 

the Twente Conservatory, a few blocks away. 

There were considerably more masterclasses and workshops this year. Jim ten Boske, 

Paul Driessen, Uwe Kropinski and Bobby Rootveld were there for the workshops, Yves 

Storms, Denis Azabagic, Marcyn Dylla and Ulrich Steier -all players and teachers with 

an international reputation- gave the masterclasses. 

The classical guitar was still leading in the recitals, although there was more room for 

the guitar in entertainment music (with some pretty heavy stuff, I must admit). 

The Scharpach Competition for young players and ‘older’ amateurs (over 16) was still 

there. Much to my regret I must admit that I could not join in this year, because we 

came as DOS Amigos. With our line-up (one professional and one amateur, that’s me), 

according to the rules we were not entitled to join the amateur competition. 

Later I found out, that we could have joined in the highest (non-amateur) category. 

Quite a challenge, I guess. Listening to the quality of the competitors, however, I don’t 

think we would have stood a chance. 

Next year I’ll join in as a solo player. After all now I have got guitar lessons to help me 

prepare for it. 

Fortunately, the dramatic arts aspect within the festival did not change. Klaus Rentzel 

would come up with some theatre for guitar, while the ‘snapping fingers’ entry for The 

Pink Panther as played by The Guitar Company in their gangster-like outfit of the 

Godfathers of the Guitar starts to become a classic. 

A new feature was the facility for the participants from afar; the organisation could 

provide for hotel accommodation and meals. Quite practical if you are a complete 

stranger in Enschede. Good service! 
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Another thing which worked well was the email contact: every participant received 

regular updates concerning the festival, including the timing of the masterclasses and 

workshops. 

After hearing my recount of the first edition of the festival, my duo partner Hans became 

enthusiastic as well. So, we -DOS Amigos- signed up in time for the masterclasses that 

we would share as an ensemble, we considered it very instructive to be taught by 

renowned guitarists as a duo. 

We needed to sign up early: some preparation is necessary to enjoy an effective 

masterclass! 

Day One  

Uwe Kropinsky 

Off we go 

This time the Twente Guitar Festival started on Ascension Day, a national holiday with 

the pleasant tradition of the “early morning walk” with a crateful of beer on the carrier.  
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Consequently, it was quiet on the streets of Enschede when we arrived. My lovely wife 

Erna had offered to drive us there, which was a fortunate thing since the municipality of 

Enschede exploits every fallow piece of (parking) ground in town, charging 2 euros per 

hour from 7 PM to 8 AM. I guess they are trying to raise some money for the new Music 

Quarter. 

No checking-in procedure this year in the Concordia Theatre, so alas... :-(( This year no 

warm official welcome by Sanne of the Duo NIZH! Fortunately, the complete 

organisation was there for guidance in case of somebody getting lost. 

Workshop Jim ten Boske and Paul Driessen 

Jim ten Boske and Paul Driessen were there for a workshop in improvisation. Jim is 

composer, guitar teacher and lecturer Entertainment Music on the Twente Conservatory 

(now called Artez Conservatory). He is quite able to combine classical musical theory 

with and apply it to improvised music, jazz and entertainment music. Paul has stage 

experience with many musical styles and improvisation on the guitar. He plays in a duo 

with a violin and fiddle player, together (I was there with one of their concerts) they 

bring a bright collection of jazz, bluegrass and folk. 

They gave a workshop with guitar close at hand. It was great fun. Jim and Paul 

provided a basis with a simple chord progression and a number of improvisation 

patterns. Finally, it was our turn: everybody got an opportunity to apply his/her 

knowledge, going round the circle of guitarists, one as a soloist, the rest playing the 

accompanying chords in various ways. 

One of the participants was quite surprised: “I did not know that many guitars sounded 

so well together!” 

Recital by Kresimir Bredek 

We met Kresimir Bredek, the winner of last year’s profi competition, at coffee time in 

SamSam, the beanery of the Concordia Theatre. He was there on purpose: One of the 

prizes he received last year was the entitlement for a solo recital on the next Twenthe 

Guitar Festival. 

His solo recital was forceful. He played Aguado’s Introduction and Rondo Op. 2 Nr. 2 

with a warm tone and a delicate finishing touch. An eye-opener for all who only 

remember Aguado as the composer of the dull and dry (but very useful) studies from 

his Methode Complète. 

Rodrigo’s Invocacion y Danza is a demanding piece with a great dramatic eloquence. 

He interpreted this aspect very well. 

The Sonata Meridional by Ponce appeared to be a festive piece of music (quite right, 

the last movement is called Fiesta) in which Bredek succeeded to integrate the 

Mediterranean warmth in his play. 
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Summarizing: A proper start of the Twenthe Guitar Festival! 

Workshop Stage Presentation 

Last year Bobby Rootveld’s workshop stage presentation was a solo action of mine. 

This year was different: a perfect opportunity for DOS Amigos to practice how to hit the 

stage together without losing our face. 

We got some useful hints to come on as a unity, a good start for playing as a duo, 

coming on already forms an intention for your play, isn’t it? It was a shame that we did 

not know some complete pieces by heart. Else we would have added some musical 

lustre to the presentation apart from the little improvisation we made. 

Audience to a Masterclass 

The first day, the masterclasses were held in the auditoria of the Concordia Theatre. 

Major advantage of this setup is, that you can drop in as a spectator without disturbing 

the class. In this way, we attended a masterclass by Denis Azabagic who counselled 

one of the competitors (I guess he was a conservatory student) during playing 

Rodrigo’s Invocacion y Danza. We had just heard this piece during Kresimir Bedek’s 

recital, so its sound and structure were familiar. 

It is really extraordinary that such a young guitarist plays a piece of this level. 

Apparently, the standard of guitar playing has reached quite a level during the last thirty 

years. 

Azabagic had much to say to his performance in a both professional and friendly way. 

With many directions, he brought structure and growth in the student’s interpretation. 

Hats off for the student who immediately integrated Azabagic’s comments in his play. It 

was a shame that he did not pass the first round with this piece. 

Recital Uwe Kropinski 

Mr. Uwe Kropinski from Germany is well known in the jazz scene, where he entertains 

and surprises many with his skilled improvisations and original technique. 

We met him in the morning behind his cup of coffee, a striking personality who was 

quietly observing the atmosphere in café Sam-Sam. 

He appeared on stage with two guitars. One of them appeared to be a Scharpach 

Dolphin Concert Jazz guitar which was custom built for Kropinski himself. The 

instrument had 39 frets! Perfectly for a very, very high note! 

Kropinski mainly played his own compositions. Unfortunately, I remember only part of 

the song titles. He played For Paco (observing the flamenco style, it must have been 

dedicated to Paco de Lucia), From F to F and Back (a dazzling improvisation on an F 

major scale), Sonntag (a nice ballad with virtuoso peace) and Father’s Song. 
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Additionally, he played two arrangements, All the Things You Are (a Jazz standard) and 

House of the Rising Sun. 

It was almost unbelievable what Kropinski got out of his guitars, plucking, strumming 

and percussion with hands and feet and a low-cost hi-hat (a plastic bag with 

microphone). His singing was an extraordinary contribution to the guitars and 

percussion. It reminded me of Nando Lauria, who uses the same kind of word-less 

singing to make his swinging Brazilian pop music. 

I had never heard something like this. That’s a tremendous advantage of this festival, it 

introduces you to guitar art forms you did not know yet. 

A musical pleasure like this requires concentration and effort from both player and 

audience. After the break, I noticed a bit of fatigue during my attempts to follow the 

music. Fortunately, two well-known pieces (All the Things You Are and House of the 

Rising Sun) brought me back on track again at the end of the recital. 

In brief: a surprising first evening recital of the Twente Guitar Festival! 

Day Two 

Klaus Rentzel 
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Workshop Uwe Kropinski 

The second day the Twente Conservatory (presently called Artez Conservatory) the 

place to be for workshops and masterclasses. 

When I entered the building, I was surprised at first sight. If you had told me that this 

place was a technical school rather than a conservatory, it would not have surprised 

me. Everything was tight, dead straight an quite grey. 

I found out that most students shared my opinion: amongst them the building has the 

popular nickname The Bunker. Just some scant comfort, the practicing rooms are 

bomb-free, so you can go out of your mind without problems. 

We had our guitars with us for our masterclasses and we were allowed to use one of 

these bomb-free rooms for warming up. It was a perfect final rehearsal! (A bad sign, 

maybe?) 

Unfortunately, we lost some sight on the clock and got five minutes late for Uwe 

Kropinski’s workshop. Sorry! 

Uwe Kropinski turned out to be a natural teacher with an individual philosophy 

concerning music. “Music”, so he said, “is sound in the first place. Then it is time, and 

only then come notes, technique and interpretation.” 

The remainder of the workshop dealt with the concept of time in music. Is time close on 

your heels, or are you chasing time during playing, with considerate effort? Or are you 

in perfect synchronisation with time, whose laws apply to both sound and rests? 

Time is a quite useful subject for a player like me, who is at times a bit careless with 

timing. Sometimes I find it difficult to bring out the swing of e.g. a complicated 

syncopated samba rhythm spot on. Well, of all things the swing is what the listener 

recognizes even more than the tones! So that makes or breaks the piece. 

Kropinski used a fine little device for this purpose: the Maelzel’s Metronome, also called 

The Student’s Terror. I remember playing with it, with the strange impression that time 

seemed to be variable in my mind: sometimes it runs faster, sometimes slower. For 

some mechanical metronomes, this is actually true, but with my electronic metronome it 

must have been imagination. However, ever heard about the Theorem of Relativity? 

Time Warps? Beam us Up, Scotty? 

He explained that concentrating on a time reference outside yourself makes you more 

aware of the time for your music, without hurry or lost ground. It gives you the 

opportunity to train your internal timing. As a matter of fact it is very useful to know how 

much time you have got for e.g. a tricky fingering, even if the tempo is high. 

It was a bit tricky for me to include the metronome in my concentration on the music (I 

felt hurried a bit), but after some time I found out that it actually helped me, the Samba 
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rhythm was straight with swing. I guess I’ll put some batteries again in my metronome 

at home.  

My Little Friend, my guitar teacher Robert calls the metronome, and I guess he is right! 

Masterclass with Denis Azabagic 

In the morning, we had our first masterclass with Denis Azabagic. Hans and I started 

with the suite Modinha Brasileira by the contemporary composer Celso Machado. In his 

case, however, the term contemporary does not imply that you are afflicted by 

experimental sounds. The movements of the suite are Modinha, Chorinho, Marchinha

de Carnaval, Baiaozinho and Sambinha. Nice and easy going Brazilian folk music in a 

typical Machado style. 

Even though I was here to learn something rather than to make a brilliant performance, 

I still felt something of nerves. The realization that you are dealing with a master on the 

guitar appeared a bit stressful. Consequently, I did not play everything perfectly, even 

though the outlines of the piece remained in place pretty well. Playing in a duo, you 

have more support if you happen to drop a note or two. 

Azabagic was quick to neutralize my nerves. He had never heard our music, but he 

liked it very much with the two guitars. He came up with useful instructions concerning 

the balance of the players. Hans plays without finger nails -just the way they did in the 

19th century- and consequently has a substantial and powerful stroke, while I play with 

nails, causing a bit thinner sound, specifically playing tirando. Azabagic suggested him 

to drop a bit of his volume and advised me to change a little in my strokes to restore the 

balance. The result was a more uniform sound impression of the duo as a whole. 

Balance in a duo is an important musical and psychological factor. The musical aspect 

is quite clear: It does not sound well if the impression is there that one partner is 

playing the other from the stage. Psychologically the (impression of) balance partly 

determines your play and performance within the duo, particularly for pieces where the 

traditional melody-accompaniment pattern is replaced by a more democratic approach. 

Playing my previous guitar -a Contreras- in a duo setup, I continuously had the 

impression that I was outplayed. The consequence was, that I tried to compensate it 

with louder playing, which caused stress which even seemed to diminish the final 

volume. It’s hard to play like this, there is hardly room for dynamics if you are playing at 

maximum already. 

It appeared quite difficult to get this balance right: the (sound) impression you get of 

your partner’s play is and remains subjective, despite agreements concerning the 

loudness of playing. We have tried to make and play back recordings as a means to get 

an objective view of our balance, to no avail. The conclusion that our balance towards 

an audience was quite right did not cancel the fact that you hear the other play much 

louder than yourself. 
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We changed guitars and found the solution of the problem: a guitar with more feedback, 

the Contreras projected its sound too far away. It was perfect for a solo recital, but did 

not work well in the duo situation. Consequently, I presently play a Bernabé, which has 

a much more representative feedback to the player. 

Back to the masterclass: The disadvantage of relatively simple music is that you cannot 

discuss a lot about it. Never mind, we could rely on the piece that we studied for the 

masterclass with Yves Storms, The Flatt Pavin with its Galliard. Azabagic had quite 

some to the point comments. There is a lot of work to do! 

Concert of The Guitar Company 

The three members of The Guitar Company -Bobby Rootveld, Jaap Majoor and Niels 

Ottink- are all part of the organisation comittee of the Twenthe Guitar Festival. During 

the festival days, they were quite busy with all arrangements to be made. Despite this 

workload, they came on stage, assisted by Paul Driessen, board member number four. 

On stage, it turned out that they put the Workshop Stage Presentation into practice 

well: they were uniformly dressed and all carried the same Kruidvat plastic bag 

(Kruidvat is a popular drugstore in Holland) with attributes for the concert. 

They played nice and pleasant classical and entertainment music in various ensemble 

formations. Some of the pieces were embedded in an act. Their opening as Guitar-

Maffia before playing The Pink Panther by Mancini is a striking example. 

Being an organizer of a festival like this, you are tremendously occupied with non-

musical business. Hence it is quite an exploit to hit the stage with a program, even 

though it is a bit risky. Niels Ottink told the press afterwards, that they should not have 

played while being so busy. I have heard The Guitar Company playing before, without 

the pressure of the organisation and I must admit: Niels was quite right. 

Masterclass Ulrich Steier 

As a consequence of a lucky coincidence we got the opportunity to follow an extra 

masterclass with Ulrich Steier, a German guitarist with a broad repertoire, who is 

teaching on the Artez Conservatory in Enschede. 

Again, we played Modinha Brasileira by Celso Machado. Steier’s reaction was a 

pleasant surprise: he was swinging to it, found it delicious music and was wondering 

why we were not on stage. ;-)) Well, that’s a different discussion! 

One of his useful instructions for me was, that the atmosphere of the music permitted 

the melody to be less prominent at times. If it has to be that way, a single tone melody 

is sometimes hard to perform with sufficient volume. Additionally, the thought that you 

are ‘underperforming’ is not good for the music. The sensual sound of a Brazilian song 

such as a Bossa, however, appeared to be a perfect example for a really relaxed 

sound. 
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First Round Category 3 Scharpach Competition 

Last year, the complete Category 3 competition (conservatory students and 

professionals) took place on the last day of the festival. It took quite some hours and 

caused some extension, because many candidates played more than the permitted 

duration of the programme. For that reason, this year the organisation had chosen a 

first round - finals system. Additionally, the player would be disqualified if he or she 

played too long. The first round had a short programme (less than ten minutes), those 

who reached the finals would have to play 20 minutes. 

To prevent that we would be flooded by an overdose of contemporary music like last 

year, the players had to play pieces from at least two style periods. I did fully agree with 

that decision! 

The Orgelzaal of the Artez Conservatorium was the scene for the first round. I would 

have liked to be present, but alas: our schedule for the masterclasses prevented it. 

Fortunately, I did not miss all guitarist from this competition, because five competitors 

passed the first rounds. 

A bit of Jamming 

After the masterclasses with Denis Azabagic and Ulrich Steier we faced a bit of a 

dilemma: we had ‘spent’ the repertoire we prepared, and the masterclass with Yves 

Storms was still to come! 

Time for Plan B! We have our own music book with all pieces we have ever worked on 

for the last ten years and currently we are busy going through the repertoire, brushing it 

up. So, we had a good time in the canteen of the Artez, studying some Renaissance 

music (like Drewries’ Accordes and Watkins Ale) just in case we would not have enough 

material for Yves Storms. 

Masterclass Yves Storms Part 1 

Late in the afternoon it was time for our masterclass with Yves Storms. A pleasant 

reunion for me, considering my experiences from last year. 

Schedules are bound to suffer from delay, and the same happened with ours: never 

mind, as spectators we got the opportunity to have a close look at Yves’ style of 

teaching. He was teaching a girl who played Estudio Sencillo 2 by Leo Brouwer. Well, 

the concept Sencillo (easy) is quite relative, because this set of studies offers many 

more and also complicated things than the title suggests. 

Last year, I found out about this myself. Long, long ago I played the first six Estudios 

Sencillos myself, after about three years of guitar lessons. Brouwer’s studies were my 

first introduction to ‘contemporary’ music on the classical guitar, although this work of 

Brouwer was not classified avant-garde in those days any more. 
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Enjoying my newfound guitar lessons, last year I studied them again, about twenty-five 

years after I made the first attempt. It became a nice meeting with old friends: I could 

do lots more with the studies (specifically in tempo and dynamics) and I finally noticed 

how well-built the studies are, and how much music they represent. It is true indeed, 

you can play Brouwer’s studies as music, which is certainly not possible for every 

study. 

The challenge of Estudio Sencillo 2 -the Coral- is playing it in complete tranquillity with 

clear dynamics and with a minimum of playing noises, because every scratch or squeak 

on a string disturbs the atmosphere. 

Yves Storm’s teaching was a pleasure to watch. He has a natural authority in which he 

comes out with solutions and instructions in an amiable and sometimes playful way, 

while succeeding to maintain the concentration of the student. Teaching is for him not 

merely a presentation of knowledge and experience, it is also a clear interaction with 

and responding to the student. One of these aspects with this girl was directing 

someone’s mind on the lesson! 

The girl was pretty nervous at first (I can imagine). With time, however, her piece 

became a musical performance after his instructions and corrections. Yves took 

everything into account: posture, strokes, relaxation and musicality: an overall concept! 

After completion of the Estudio, it was our turn. Unfortunately, just after we finished 

playing The Flatt Pavin for the first time, a security guard knocked on the door and 

announced that the conservatory was closing down at six, about five minutes later. 

Quite an unpleasant surprise! 

Fortunately, Yves immediately suggested to finish our masterclass early the next 

morning, before the classes of the next day would start. Of course we agreed! 

Gitarobatrix by Klaus Renzel 

Just like last year, one of the evening concerts of The Twente Guitar Festival was 

dedicated to cabaret. This year Klaus Rentzel appeared on stage as a guitar comedian. 

Our expectations were undefined, because we did not know what to expect. By the way, 

I had the feeling that I would like this show more than the hard-boiled vocal blues by 

Andre Manuel last year. 

Laughing is healthy, it is said. Maybe I don’t laugh enough lately. Except for this 

evening! Wow, I cannot remember an occasion I was in fits almost all the time! 

Klaus Rentzel charmed his audience right from the start (I needed a little 

encouragement for that, which Rentzel immediately provided in the shape of a filled 

hypodermic. No, no drugs!). During his complete program, he succeeded to massage 

the audience’s laughing muscles in a matchless manner. One of his instruments for that 

was his unbelievable facial expression. With his incredibly elastic face he did things 

which normally are only possible with morphing software. His bald head appeared to be 
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a fine spot for all kinds of entertaining stick-on attributes like a plunger, a plastic 

woodpecker and a number of rubber darts. 

He told his life story: he wanted to be a popstar and went studying the guitar to make a 

good start. His performance of the final examination on the conservatory -including 

forgetting the music, so that a music stand and the score became necessary- was so 

familiar, and so comical! So many antics he made with a guitar, a guitar stand, a guitar 

support, score and music stand! 

His account took him off shore (where the hypodermic finally showed its function, I had 

to use it at the right time to simulate a whale) and finally to a musical career on the 

Light Guitar (a Yamaha travel guitar). He used this instrument to play some elaborate 

pop song arrangements (Time after Time was the most outstanding). After changing 

guitars, he played the Beethoven parody Pour Elise which included all kinds of classical 

and popular themes in a surprising and killingly funny way. 

After obtaining his popstar career, it became time for love in the form of a romantic 

flamenco ballad, accompanied by guitar and two little plastic clapping hands which were 

attached to Rentzel’s bald head. He dedicated his ballad to a beautiful Lady in Red in 

the audience. After some erotic sounds he got an addition to the family in the form of a 

little guitar which was born through a Caesarean hatch in the mother guitar. 

Obviously, the little guitar had some puberty effects while growing up: time for rock and 

roll and Jimi Hendrix, the latter represented with a screeching acoustical feedback 

cooperation between guitar and a little plastic amplifier. 

Thinking about Klaus Rentzel’s, performance I even now cannot help burst out 

laughing. First rate! 
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Day Three 

Marcin Dylla 

Masterclass Yves Storms Part 2 

We arrived at the festival a bit earlier than the days before. After a cup of coffee from 

the ‘gambling machine’ in the Artez canteen (you never know how much it is paying you 

back if you don’t insert the exact money) and some warming up we had removed the 

cobwebs from our heads. 

We played The Flatt Pavin (Pavan and Galliard) again for Yves. He came up with quite 

a number of instructions and hints, not only based on a thorough knowledge of music, 

but also originating from a detailed familiarity with the time and the culture of the 

Renaissance. 

He pointed out the difference between the contemporary view on Renaissance style of 

playing and the (over)romantic interpretation from the 19th and early 20th century. We 

had to stretch our phrases considerably (over sections of 8 measures) and adapt the 

dynamics accordingly. Finally, we ended up at a considerably higher tempo which will 

cost us some more months practicing. The gain is a much more natural flow of the 

music. 

With a sense of satisfaction about the masterclass we left the classroom, even though 

the conclusion was clear: we are not done with The Flatt Pavin yet!  

Anyway, we had prepared sufficient material at last. 
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Ayres and Allemandes 

At the end of our masterclass Elizabeth Day arrived -she was one of the members of 

the jury for the competitions- to say good morning to Yves Storms. As soon as she 

heard from him that we played Renaissance music, she became quite enthusiastic. 

Contagiously! 

After Storm’s masterclass, we had some time left, so we decided to play a bit with the 

guitars for our enjoyment. We were playing for a short time when Elizabeth popped up 

and started to talk about these beautiful Ayres by John Dowland. 

“We play some of them!” I mentioned and suggested Hans to play a few. So, there we 

were playing Come Again while she sang: 

“Come again:  

Sweet love doth now invite. 

Thy graces that refrain,  

To do me due delight. 

To see, to hear, to touch, to kiss, to die, 

With thee again in sweetest sympathy!” 

A beautiful warm and spontaneous moment! 

It was not the only one: While we were playing an Alman by Robert Johnson, she 

elegantly and cheerfully danced along an Allemande with the historically correct steps. 

Apparently, our tempo was suitable for dancing! 

Great fun! Quite representative for the atmosphere of the festival! 

Concert of Senda 

Senda is the flute and guitar duo, formed by Martine Bauhuis en Niels Ottink. Out of my 

own playing experience I know that a flute/guitar combination sounds beautiful, even 

though there is considerable effort you’ll have to make as a guitarist to match the 

powerful sound of the flute. 

Senda started with Entr’acte by Jaques Ibert, a classic for this combination. For me the 

piece represents a bit of nostalgia in which long time ago Els Grotendorst (an old love) 

played the leading part on a classical night of the Sweelinck High School in Amsterdam. 

Unfortunately, I was not in the position to accompany her, because I just had made the 

first tentative steps towards playing the guitar, which were quite inadequate to meet the 

level of this piece. Entr’acte is a nice mix of slow and fast passages in a clearly Spanish 

style. 

After his graduation, Niels Ottink started studying Composition. Hence Senda played 

some of his works: Shades of Grey en 1 & 2. I found them sounding well. 
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The piece Histoire du Tango (Bordel 1900, Cafe 1930, Nightclub 1960, Concert d’ 

aujour d'hui) by Astor Piazzola is quite a challenge for both flautist and guitarist. I have 

a special spot in my heart for this piece and Senda triggered that with conviction: a 

pleasure to hear this! 

Serenata al Alba del Dia by Joaquin Rodrigo was new for me, it is a two-movement 

piece consisting of an Andante and a concluding Allegro. The well-known Rodrigo-

dissonants were there, but elaborately hidden inside beautiful melodies. 

Martine Bauhuis played a flute solo -Honami by Wil Offermans- a piece which gave us a 

Japanese atmosphere, representing a musical expression of the waving paddy fields in 

the gusts of the wind. A very meditative piece with something of the Japanese art of the 

single brush stroke which sketches the entire Fuji mountain. 

In short: a fine duo to listen to! 

Scharpach Competition Category 1 

Now I have to admit some inadequacy of my reporter skills: I sat in an outdoor cafe with 

Hans and Jolanda, we had some drinks and some chats, and gone was time! I just 

missed the competition. 

Sorry! I’ll pay better attention next year. 

Competition Category 2 

After the competition of the (very) young players, the amateurs with ages 16 years were 

up. Five brave players hit the stage. 

Joost started to play Etude Nr. 9 from Carcassi’s Op. 60, a mixed arpeggio/tremolo 

study. Twenty-five years after I first studied the piece, I picked it up again and it was fun 

to play. Finishing the study, he got in the mood for preludes, the Preludio Saudade from 

La Catedral by Augustin Barrios was the first, he concluded his session with Prelude in 

D minor by Johann Sebastian Bach. 

Ymke got on stage with Bebita by Julio Sagreras, an Argentine who composed 

numerous performance pieces apart from his famous method. Bebita is a slow waltz 

with cheerful bridges. Bridges only? Well, the last bridge came a bit suddenly for me. 

Did she forget a DC al fine perhaps?  

After Sagreras she played an arrangement of the well-known Catalan folk song El 

Testament de Amelia, which is also arranged by well-known musicians/composers like 

Llobet and Mompou. The melody variation in harmonics turned out well. 

The tempo of El Testament is -considering the background story of the song- a subject 

for discussion. Who was this Amelia? Rumour has it that she was an almost unknown 

Spanish princess. I guess she left little after her death, otherwise the song would have 

been more cheerful. 
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Ben played -amongst others- Espanoleta by Gaspar Sanz. 

Henk was the nestor of the company. He played two movements from a suite composed 

by himself, the Prelude and the Finale. The Prelude had a strong Bach-like character, 

so we had -following Villa-Lobos- a genuine Bachianas Tubantianos! The Finale

includes some virtuoso passages which clearly had their roots in the Flamenco 

tradition. 

Ellis was the last candidate to play. She started with a powerful and lyrical 

interpretation of Preludio Saudade from La Catedral by Augustin Barrios. Her second 

piece was the mazurka Marieta by Francisco Tarrega, a well-played piece with virtuoso 

ornaments and easy flowing triplets. She closed the competition with a Valse 

Venezolano by Antonio Lauro, the most virtuoso piece we heard in this competition. 

She played with pace and courage. 

Impasse 

The competitions of Categories 1 and 2 were over before we knew it, so there was a lot 

of time before the next concert. Waiting for more that three hours wa a little bit too 

much, so I decided to go home for some dinner. 

Recital by Marcin Dylla 

The evening concert started with the prize-giving of the category 2 competition. Ymke 

was the winner, Ellis became second and Joost was on the third position. They all got a 

nice musical basket with useful guitar gadgets. 

After that the serious work started: I remembered Marcin Dylla quite well from his 

concert last year. The way he brought his great passion -contemporary music- on 

stage, came to my mind too. 

He started in a classical way with a piece by Franz Werthmüller, a contemporary of 

Beethoven and Haydn. Werthmüller composed for piano and for guitar as well, 

particularly the Sonate in A Op. 17, Dylla was playing now. 

It was a quite peculiar piece: the fast movements seemed to be written more for the 

piano rather than the guitar. Dylla played them virtuoso, skillfully and melodious, with a 

true ascendancy over the technical complexity. The ‘slow’ middle movement was a 

complex weaving pattern of voices, sometimes you got the impression that three 

guitarists were playing. Personally, I liked the slow movement best. 

Second Dylla played a piece by Nicolas Maw, called Music of Memory. This piece 

cause me to lose contact with the music completely. I did not like anything of it. 

The name Music of Memory was well chosen, the piece appeared to me as a Game of 

Memory: pick up a card, examine it and turn, pick up another card and examine it... 

grrr... not the same! Next card... and so on. Even if I had turned all cards, I would not 

have found a matching pair! The music did not match either! 
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Dylla played the piece skilfully, virtuoso, accurately and passionately. The music, the 

composition, however, did not touch me at all, it was one ear in, the other ear out. Such 

a strange feeling: you would like to enjoy it, but it appears downright impossible. 

I was almost glad with the break! I heard people discuss how much they had liked this 

performance, but I could not share the same feeling, particularly concerning Maw’s 

music. To me it appeared to be cold technology rather than music. This sense of 

estrangement did not leave me for the rest of Dylla’s recital. 

After the break, Dylla started with something familiar: Sevillana by Joaquin Turina. 

Quite a relief for me after Maw’s composition. 

The Variations on a Theme by Scriabin by Alexander Tansman was a contemporary 

pieve as well. Despite this, it touched me. So, there is some hope left for an amateur-

listener like me! 

The almost ill-famous Sonate Op. 47 by Ginastera was the last piece of Dylla’s 

programme. Like I was used to after last year, Dylla played this challenge on the guitar 

on a very high level, but I am a bit on bad terms with this piece. As a little comfort, I 

recognised again the typical Ginasterian harmonies which I got acquainted to as a 

teenager in the track Toccata by Emerson, Lake and Palmer. A vague sense of 

nostalgia with me anyway. 

Dylla obliged us with a nice oncall, a delicious romantic piece by Johann Kaspar Mertz. 

“Baahhh, such moaning music!” I heard someone in the audience say. Well, not for me, 

I was glad with this opportunity to take a musical breath! 
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Day Four 

Denis Azabagic 

Concert Yves Storms and Judith Ermert 

The fourth and last day of the Twente Guitar Festival started on an appropriate time, 

half past twelve to be precise, so I had sufficient time for a copious Sunday’s breakfast. 

The program for today listed a special duo: Yves Storms on guitar and Judith Ermert on 

violoncello. An ensemble of plucked and bowed strings! 

They opened the recital with lighthearted Renaissance music: Tres Ricercadas by 

Diego Ortiz. This composer knew how to entertain a court, both for the viceroy of 

Naples and the Spanish king Philip II. Unfortunately, the latter has a less positive 

reputation in Dutch history, aggressively opposing the establishment of the Dutch 

Republic in the seventeenth century. Never mind: both musicians played the pieces 

cheerfully en dansant. 

Antonin Kraft, a contemporary of Haydn and musician/composer to the same Esterhazy 

family, was the composer of the second piece, a Divertimento. The name was correctly 

chosen, it was a nice piece of classical recreation for the listener with a fine interplay 

between violoncello and guitar. 

After the Divertimento, Yves Storms assumed the solo role for some time with Valsa 

Choro from the Suite Populaire Bresilienne and Choros No. 1 by Heitor Villa-Lobos. It 

was pleasant, hearing those pieces which seem to remain absent from the programmes 

lately, even though they were massively popular in my ‘young guitar years’. 
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As far as I am concerned, the next pieces brought emotion with the music, Bachianas 

Brasileiras No. 5 by Villa-Lobos and Suite Populares Espanolas by Manuel de Falla. 

The Bachianas No. 5 was originally conceived for at least eight violoncellos and 

soprano, based on the text of two poems. In this case, Judith Ermert sang the melody 

with her violoncello, while Yves Storms looked after the contributions of the 

violoncellos. 

What can I say if words are inadequate? The emotion was in the composition, at that 

time the emotion was part of the musicians: all together quite sufficient to let tears 

trickle down my cheeks. I guess this sounds banally: but some music has the inherent 

power to move and to touch your heart. That’s how it must be! What would be the worth 

and purpose of a muse who cannot touch the right chord? 

The Suite Populares Espanolas is a set of seven Spanish folk songs for singing voice 

and piano. Storms and Ermert played six of them: El pano moruno, Cancion, Nana, 

Jota, Asturiana and Polo. Yves Storms briefly introduced all songs. Speaking for 

myself: I like that, I’m always interested in some background information with the music. 

De Falla’s music is beautiful, emotional and powerful. Hearing it I could not help to give 

in to emotion again, particularly with Asturiana en Nana. Isn’t it delightful how music 

can move you in that way? 

The last piece of the programme was a surprise for me: Sonata by Radames Gnatalli. I 

remember Gnatalli from interpretations by the Assad brothers, but this piece was 

completely new. So beautiful! Gnatalli succeeds in creating a delightful mix of Brazilian 

street music and complicated classical structures. Both musicians perfectly interpreted 

the swing and the atmosphere. 

As an encore we got an Encore in the literal sense of the word: Nana by De Falla was 

played again. Such a haunting melody in a purely emotional simplicity! There I went 

again. Flow my Tears would be John Dowland’s dry remark. He was used to it! 

A final remark: this concert was a treat for both ears and eyes. Communicating during 

their playing, Yves Storms en Judith Ermert on the one hand showed pure joy and on 

the other intense commitment with the music. It varied between a witty wink and a 

sometimes deeply sad expression, particularly Judith Ermert conveyed what she was 

playing. This aspect of watching them play seamlessly matched their music. 

A magnificent concert in my opinion! 

Finals Scharpach Competition Category 3 

This was the great day for the finalists of the student/professional competition. 

everyone got twenty minutes to play pieces from two different style periods. 
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Antoon Vanderborgt was the first one to hit the stage. He immediately offered the 

audience a perfect opportunity to check their intelligence with a nice game of ‘Guess 

the Melody’ because he sat down without announcement and pushed off right away. 

His first piece was Cancion y Dansa by Ruiz Pipo, that was no hard guess. His 

interpretation of the Cancion was delightfully clear. He played the subsequent Dansa in 

a virtuoso manner, it sounded well. I considered it a pity that the middle voice got less 

attention than it should. 

His last piece was a hard guess indeed. It was composed by Leo Brouwer, that 

appeared from the sound pretty soon. What piece it was, for heaven’s sake? Later I 

heard someone call it the Sonata. 

In this piece, Vanderborgt showed his qualities. The change between sharp agitation 

and tranquil rest in the first movement was top class. He had to change tuning for the 

second movement. Poor service from the composer, as a guitarist he should have 

known that strings are not stable right away! Well, it was great how Vanderborgt played 

after this little operation: a wondrous meditative atmosphere with beautiful musical 

breathing. The last movement required another change in tuning as an introduction to a 

rapid and virtuoso finale, with some heavenly tranquillity in the middle section. A great 

piece of music and played accordingly! 

The second finalist -Mislav Rezic- did not leave us in the dark and cheerfully 

announced his programme. 

He started with a Study by Heitor Villa-Lobos, I thought he mentioned number 12. The 

long melody notes in the beginning merged in a beautiful texture of sound in the 

tremolo section in the end. Still I felt a bit insecure about it: listening to the music itself, 

this study appeared to me less suitable for let’s call it entertainment. Technically 

speaking, the piece was quite interesting indeed. 

Sonata Op. 47 by -guess who?- came next. This was the third time this weekend, I 

heard the piece. After the interpretations by Kresek and Dylla, it appeared impossible 

for Rezic to add or improve something. It was funny to find, that Dylla’s Scharpach 

guitar was most suitable for this piece. 

The last player before the break was Jozef Vorhar. He started with a piece by Giuliani. I 

am sorry, I did not understand the name. It was one of his more extended pieces with 

an almost diabolical virtuosity. How does someone keep all these runs tight and clear 

without sinking in a swamp of sound? This appeared to be the main challenge with this 

music. Vorhar did not succeed completely, but he did express the opera-like 

atmosphere of this piece well. 

His second piece was Decameron Negro by Leo Brouwer. I did not know the piece 

completely, so I got lost on the transitions between the movements. It was a pity that 

Vorhar definitely hurried things more than Vanderborgt did, at the cost of tranquillity in 

some sections. 
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During the break, The Great Speculation could begin. People were so occupied with 

this matter, that it became necessary to announce the continuation of the competition 

quite loudly and repeatedly before the audience starting returning to their seats. 

Tomislav Vuksic was the first player after the break. He had hard luck: not everyone 

was back in the hall again, so there was some fiddling about with the lights. 

Unfortunately, this appeared disturbing for him. 

He started with a main challenge: Chaconne in D by Johann Sebastian Bach. It is quite 

an achievement to perform this complex three-part dance with variations in a clear and 

musical manner. He succeeded for the most part, but missed just the final touch. 

Normally I get pimples, hearing some passages in the middle section, but that did not 

happen here. Maybe it was just too warm in the hall to have goose bumps anyway. 

Vuksic continued with Fandango by Joaquin Rodrigo. Tremendous play with colour and 

contrast! He played it rhythmically and passionately, his approach matched the piece 

very well. 

Then it was time for Elodie Bounyin, the last candidate. She started her programme 

with two movements from Niccolo Paganini’s Sonata in A (Allegro and Romanza). This 

sonata is considered one of the hardest pieces from the guitar literature. Paganini’s 

physique enabled him to make left hand stretches for which a ‘normally built’ player 

requires many years of Guitar Sport School practice (Pumping Nylon, you know!) 

Paganini was not called Il Diavolo for nothing. 

Today Bounyin apparently had some of a quarrel with Paganini and his flashing runs, 

his stretches and his jumps from first to fourteenth position and back. Consequentially 

the Allegro was less cheerful than the title of the movement suggests. The Romanza

offered her some more opportunities to meet Paganini’s technical requirements, giving 

her time to present her own sound. Well, her sound whispered the promise of 

something beautiful. 

Her last piece was an unknown piece for me: Hika by Leo Brouwer. One of his 

contemporary pieces in which Bounyin succeeded in expressing the harsh virtuosity of 

the fast passages and the warm lyrics of the slow sections. A few times, she suffered 

from the technical challenge of the piece. Despite this tiny flaw, there was this promise 

again... Wait and see! 

The audience’s applause was well meant and generous. Unfortunately she did not look 

quite happy when she accepted it... 

Results of the Scharpach Competition Category 3 

Before Denis Azabagic would begin his recital, it was time for the results of the 

competition in the highest category: the students and the professionals. 
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It’s no surprise that everyone was speculating who would become the winner. It was no 

football pools yet, but some bets for drinks could be heard around. A bit of gambling: 

who can resist it? 

Personally, I tipped number 1 (Antoon Vanderborgt) and number 4 (Tomislav Vuksic) as 

winners. With regard to number 1, I appeared to be right, with number 4, I lost the 

gamble. 

I cannot leave philosophizing a bit about such a league table and how you would come 

to that. To me it appears quite a challenge for a jury to issue a well-founded judgement. 

What are the considerations when you are assessing someone’s play? What’s the 

influence of your own musical preferences? Or is the process different from rational 

assessment: Do you allow the music to come to you, listen to it, feel it and remember 

the striking qualities and missing aspects? What is the role of the opinion of someone 

else of the jury? 

In my professional world -I am a technician myself- assessment is relatively simple: 

something is working (that’s good but a little too vague), it works according to 

specifications (that’s perfect if you did not spend too much money to meet them), it 

does not meet specifications (that’s serious, how do you explain it to the customer?) or 

it does not work at all (you f*cked it up, back to the drawing board). 

So, if you -thinking like a technician- hear a player make some errors during playing, 

the assessment will be “Does not Meet Specifications” because the specification is “On 

this level you are supposed to play a piece without clearly audible errors”. Simple, isn’t 

it? 

Welll... making music is no engineering business (thank goodness!): using technological 

criteria, I would perform quite poorly as a jury member. 

The player’s technique and the technology of his/her instrument are for the benefit of 

music, they should not be a purpose on their own. Consequently, you have assessment 

criteria which hardly fit in a rational specification. One of these criteria e.g. is the 

chemistry which emerges as a consequence of emotional transmission on the path 

composer - player/interpreter - listener. 

If someone during his/her interpretation of a piece briefly slips up clearly audible for a 

listener, this does not mean that we have a fatal error which causes you to drop to the 

last position in the league right away. Think about this: wat is happening between these 

slips? Possibly a beautiful example of musicianship with the promise of a brilliant jewel 

if the player progresses on his/her way with the guitar. 

;-) This sounds rather ‘parental’, I must admit. Please forgive a man in his early fifties. 

I think the jury faced quite some challenge during the assessment. The list of 

candidates was a clear sign: two third prizes, two second prizes and one first prize. My 

impression was that technique was not their major consideration, they clearly had taken 

into account this promise of the musical jewels of the future. 
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Concert Denis Azabagic 

Denis Azabagic played the final concert of the Twente Guitar Festival in a well filled up 

Concordia Theatre, both festival participants and many more interested were present. 

I ‘knew’ Denis Azabagic mainly from recordings, e.g. the Naxos label has launched a 

nice collection of his interpretations on CD, but somehow, I had the feeling that I had 

heard him some time in a live recital. However, I did not remember when. 

Azabagic revealed himself as a true entertainer, he had a story about his music 

(speaking for myself, I appreciate that) and he expressed his appropriate appreciation 

for the organisers of the festival. With some humour, he explained his enthusiasm: he 

would like to be invited another time. 

Azabagic opened his concert with a perfect interpretation of Invocacion y Danza by 

Rodrigo. The instructions and directions he gave to the student of his masterclass who 

played the same piece, he implemented them all and much more. Great music, the 

Invocacion with drama and the jaunty almost triumphant Danza. 

The five Preludes by Villa-Lobos were second in the programme. For me it was a 

meeting with old friends who are a bit neglected lately on stage and recording. How 

many classical guitarists have buckled down to these preludes in the large-format and 

very pricey Max Eschig edition? 

Azabagic interpreted the preludes in his own way, both in dynamics and tempi. I frankly 

admit that I appreciate this fresh approach. This shows how every generation can 

freshen up ‘old’ music with own views. 

The preludes are all dedicated to a specific aspect of the Brazilian society and derive 

their character from them. I like best the prelude to the Brazilian Indian -the fourth, I 

guess, with the tranquil melody in harmonics. 

Fransisco Tarrega’s Variations on Carnaval de Venezia was the last piece before the 

break. The melody of Carnaval de Venezia is known in Holland as a well-known 

scouting song about a hat with three bluts. Tarrega’s version is a challenging piece, full 

of virtuosity and humour. According to conventions in Tarrega’s time, the piece starts 

with a lengthy introduction which gives ample opportunity for both drama and lyricism. 

The theme follows, with a host of ingenious and sometime funny variations. Azabagic 

played the piece with a pace and a clarity which would have been hardly possible on 

the nineteenth century guitars from Tarrega’s time, I think. Great fun to listen to! 

After the break, it was Vicente Ascencio’s turn with his Collectici Intimi. Ascencio came 

from the same region as Tarrega did, they both originated from the city of Valencia in 

Spain. Azabagic quick-wittedly remarked that he was quite acquainted with the music 

from that region, because his wife originated from Valencia too. 

;-) I can imagine that you fall in love with the music as well! 
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Apparently, she fell in love with music too, because Denis Azabagic and his wife make 

up the Cavatina Duo for flute and guitar. 

Considering Ascencio’s dates (he has passed away for some time), it’s a surprise what 

kind of music to expect. Will it be contemporary, neo-classical or in between? The 

Collectici Intimi were a number of impressions of atmosphere, belonging to certain 

moods like tranquillity, joy, calm and hurry. I particularly liked these pieces, not only 

because their composition but also because Azabagic played them so well. He 

appeared a master in sketching the moods and atmospheres in the music. 

The last section of the programme consisted of three Cafe Pieces by the Yugoslavian 

composer Vojislav Ivanovic, one of Azabagic’s teachers. He played them in another 

sequence that indicated in the original work, but this setup appeared perfect to 

integrate these pieces in a little suite. 

I had never heard this music, it surprised me pleasantly again! So well composed and 

so clearly and colourfully played by Azabagic! In the ‘middle’ movement of the suite -

called Nostalgia- Azabagic showed his perfect tremolo technique. The musical 

breathing, he did in that piece, just great! 

A standing ovation was the deserved reaction from the audience on Azabagic’s play. 

The appreciation appeared mutual, because we got two encores. 

The first oncall was a contemporary piece -Whirler of the Dance by Carlos Rafael Rivera 

from Los Angeles- which reminded me of the Moog synthesizer sequences of groups like 

Tangerine Dream. Virtuoso and precise with a spectacular change between pizzicato and 

‘normal’ play. 

The last encore was Limosna por el Amor de Dios by Barrios, that emotive tremolo 

piece in which Barrios at the end of his life seems to invoke mercy from God. Well, 

someone who makes such beautiful music in life should deserve it in heaven as well! 

Again, we heard a beautiful demonstration of Azabagic’s tremolo in which technique so 

completely benefits music. When I heard that and was moved as well, I suddenly 

remembered what I had been looking for since first reading the programme of the 

Twente Guitar Festival. 

The same evening, I met Frank Meijer -long time ago he was one of the organisers of 

the Segovia Festivals- and he confirmed my conjecture. 

Seemingly ages ago, Denis Azabagic was one of the guests of the Segovia Guitar 

Festival, held in the Waterstaatskerk in Hengelo in the early nineties. Obviously, he was 

much younger then, I guess he had not even graduated from the conservatory, and was 

at the beginning of his career as a top-class guitarist. He had left Yugoslavia because 

of the Bosnian War and finished his musical studies at the Rotterdam Conservatory. 

I remember him hitting the stage in Hengelo, almost cautiously and full of modesty, 

being quite smartly dressed. He had a guitar with a little extension: a matchwood glued 
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on the fingerboard to get an extra fret for this ultra-high note you find in some pieces by 

Barrios. 

His modesty disappeared completely after he started to play a few pieces by Barrios, 

amongst others this Limosna por el Amor de Dios. At that occasion, we were completely 

surprised.  

At the moment -in the present- this surprise is even greater: such a growth, such an 

advancement, such a top guitarist and musician he has become over the years! 

Unbelievable! So, great that he has taught and played on the Twente Guitar Festival.  

Finally… 

After these four days with the guitar, I had some trouble getting used to ordinary life 

again. Such a Blue Monday I had! My hands were completely focused on chords and 

runs, so my computer keyboard got less attention that day. 

Anyway, I am quite happy that we will have a new edition of the Twente Guitar Festival 

next year. 

Well done, Bobby, Niels, Jaap, Paul and all co-workers and volunteers! 
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